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ON p-ADIC ANALYTIC FAMILIES OF GALOIS
REPRESENTATIONS

B. Mazur and A. Wiles

Contents

Introduction

Hida has produced interesting examples of continuous Galois represen-
tations

which are unramified outside the prime number p, where Go is the
absolute Galois group of an algebraic closure to Q. These are obtained
as applications of the theory he has developed in [Hi 1], [Hi 2].

By composition with the homomorphisms
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pp gives rise to a p-adic analytic family of Galois representations

parametrized by k in Z p .
Hida has shown that for the integer values k = 2, 3, 4, ... the special-

ized representations 03C1(k)p are isomorphic (over Qp ) to the Deligne p-adic
representations attached to cuspidal newforms of weight k. Thus one

may view his n-adi-c- analytic familles of Galois représentations as being
p-adic "interpolations" of Deligne representations.

An interesting special case of Hida’s construction is obtained in

connection with the unique cuspform à of level 1 and weight 12. He
obtains a representation

as an example of his general theory, for some prime numbers p such that
the Ramanujan function T( p ) is not divisible by p. The specialization
p(12) to weight k = 12 is the p-adic Deligne representation attached to A.
See §13 below.

The object of this paper is to study the geometry of Hida’s general
construction. We connect his theory with the theory of Igusa Towers
developed in [M-W 2]. We also obtain control of the action of the inertia
group at p in Hida’s representation. In particular, we analyze the p-adic
Hodge structure of the representations 03C1(k)p. As an application of this
theory, together with results due to Nigel Boston (see Appendix), we
obtain reasonably general results indicating that the image of pp is large.
For example, in the case of the representations 03C1p,0394, the image of pp@à
contains all of SL2(Zp[[T]]) provided p &#x3E; 11, p is different from 23 and
691, and (p) ~ 0 mod p. In these cases, the specialization to weight
one 03C1(1)p is not the Deligne-Serre representation attached to a classical
newform of weight one. Indeed we show that for p = 13, 17 and 19 (cf.
§12, §13 below) that the p-adic Hodge structure of 03C1(1)p,0394 is not even

semi-simple (and hence is not of Hodge-Tate type!). Our proof makes it
seem to us that the phenomenon of non-semi-simplicity will persist for
many 03C1(1)p. Note that when 03C1(1)p is not semi-simple it follows from recent
work of Faltings (cf. [Fa] and future publications) on the conjecture of
Tate regarding p-adic Hodge structure, that the restriction to the decom-
position group at p of the representation 03C1(1)p cannot occur in the étale
cohomology of any smooth projective variety over a finite extension field
of Qp which possess good reduction at p.

In our examples (§13) as in general, the representations obtained by
specializing to weight 1 (and weight 0, -1, ...) deserve to be studied
further. Do they occur in compatible families? For a prime number 1 =1= p,
are the traces of Frobenius elements at 1 algebraic?
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We fix p a prime number &#x3E; 5, but since our theory will be trivial for
p  11, we lose no generality by supposing p &#x3E; 13. 

If K is a field, GK refers to the Galois group of an algebraic closure K
over K. For the standard fields with which we shall be dealing, i.e., Q,
Qp, and Fp we suppose that algebraic closures Q, Qp, Fp have been
chosen, indeed, with compatibilities made explicit when needed (cf.
proof of proposition 2 in §4 below). A primitive pn-th root of unity in Q
or in Qp will be denoted 03BEpn, or sometimes just 03BE if no confusion can
arise.

If X is an S-scheme, we will indicate this by sometimes writing X/S.
For S’/S the base change of Xls to S’ will be denoted X/S’. If S = Spec( A )
is an affine scheme we will sometimes denote X/S as XIA.

§1. Good quotients of J1(pn):

In this section we shall be dealing with curves and abelian varieties over
Q. Set:

using the notation of [M-W 1] Chap. 3. Thus, Zn is the canonical model
over Q whose associated Riemann surface is the completion of the
quotient of the upper half-plane by the action of the group

We have natural mappings

which induce mappings on jacobians,

We now define quotient abelian varieties,

by the following inductive procedure: A0 = 0; A, = J1(p)/image J0(p)
with ai the natural projection. For n  1, An+l is linked to An by the
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diagram below, whose horizontal lines are exact sequences of commuta-
tive group schemes over Q.

A fairly complete account of the basic properties of these quotients
An is given in [M-W 1] Chap. 3. The cotangent space of An may be
identified (via an ) with the subspace of cuspforms of weight 2 on fI (pn)
generated by (new) forms of primitive nebentypus, i.e., new forms on
03931(pl) (for i  n) with nebentypus character of conductor p‘. By a
theorem of Langlands (see discussion in [M-W 1] Chap. 3 or [K-M]) it
follows that An achieves "everywhere good reduction" over the field
Q(03BEpn).

Using the n distinct "degeneracy operators" (cf. [Ml] §2; these are
the operators denoted Bd) from J0(p) to J0(pn) and then mapping
J0(pn) to J1(pn) in the natural way, we obtain a mapping

with finite kernel.

Let Up : J1(pn) ~ J1(pn) denote the Atkin operator ([M-W 1]) and letthe superscript denote the connected component containing the iden-
tity.

PROPOSITION: The mapping an factors as indicated in the diagram of
commutative group schemes over Q below, and the horizontal line is a

"complex, with finite homology " ( Note: it is not necessarily exact).

PROOF: Tlle cusp forms of weight 2 on 03931(pn) decompose into the direct
sum of subspaces C( cf» where ~ runs through the newforms (cuspidal, of
weight 2) on f1 (pl) for i  n. If ~ is new on 03931(pl), then C(~) is of
dimension n - i + 1, the minimal polynomial of the operator Up on C(~)
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is equal to its characteristic polynomial, and, moreover, has the form
xn-l(x - ap) where ap is the eigenvalue of Up acting on ~. By a result of
Ogg and Li, [O], [Li], ap is zero if and only if i  2, and Ç is not of

primitive nebentypus. The proposition follows.

§2. Models of modular curves

In this section, we shall be recalling constructions made in [K-M] and
[M-W 1]. The basic diagram of modular schemes which we shall need
and which deserves some explanation, is:

The curve 1(pn)/S (the "incomplete" model) is the fine moduli
scheme (n  1) attached to the problem of classifying isomorphism
classes (E, 03B1n : 03BCpn  E)/S’ over S-schemes S’ of pairs consisting of

Els,, an elliptic curve over S’and isomorphisms an of 03BCpn/S’ onto closed
finite flat subgroup schemes of E (over S’).

The formation of 1(pn)/S commutes with base change over S (in
conformity with our notational convention for the subscript /S) and
1(pn)/Fp may be viewed as the fiber in characteristic p of either

1(pn)/Z or 1(pn)/Z[03BE], its base change to Z[03BE].
The curve Ig(pn) /Fp (the "Igusa curve of level pn ") is the complete

smooth model of the incomplete curve 1(pn)/Fp. For a detailed treat-
ment of Igusa curves, see Chap. 12 of [K-M]. 

The proper scheme Xl ( pn ) Z may be briefly described as the normal-
ization of 1(pn)/Z over the j-line over Z, and X1(pn)Z[03BE] may be
described similarly, with Z replaced by Z[03BE]. As explained in the intro-
duction to [K-M] this terse description tells us very little about these
proper schemes. Nevertheless, much of their structure is made explicit in
[K-M] (cf. also Chap. 2 of [M-W 1]). Note that the scheme X1(pn)Z[03BE] is
not the base change to Z[03BE] of the scheme Xl( pn)z (which is the reason
why we have not written the subscripts with a "/").

Indeed, there is a natural morphism

which is an isomorphism on the incomplete moduli scheme, but not, in
fact, an isomorphism if n  1. Recall, also, the involution w03BE of the
scheme X1(pn)Z[03BE] ([M-W 1] chap. 2). Note that there is no involution of
the scheme X1(pn)Z ~ Z[§] compatible with w03BE via (1).

The normalization,
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of the characteristic p fibre of X1(pn)Z[03BE] has the property that the
natural inclusion of the incomplete moduli space 1(pn)/Fp in it extends
to an isomorphism i from Ig(pn)/Fp to one connected component of (2).
Let ’2 denote the composition of il with the involution w03BE. Then ’2
identifies Ig(pn)/Fp with another component of (2). These two compo-
nents are referred to as the "good " components of (2); all the other

components are called "middle " components.
A schematic picture of (2) is then:

(In our picture we have supposed n to be odd, but consult [K-M] and
[M-W 1] for a more detailed picture).

One other structure to be made explicit is the "geometric inertial

action " on the characteristic p fibre. Let

where the right-most isomorphism is the standard one: g E I is sent to

ag E (Z/p" Z) * such that g. t = 03BEag.
Consider the obvious action of I on X1(pn)Z ~ Z[03BE], i.e. gEl acts

via 1 ~ g. There is a natural action of I on the scheme X1(pn)Z[03BE] so that
the morphism (1) is I-equivariant (cf. [K-M], [M-W 1]). The action of I
on (1) induces a geometric action on characteristic p fibers:

Since I acts trivially on the range of (3), and since (3) is I-equivalent,
we have that the induced action of I on the normalization (2) has the
following properties:
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We may sharpen (c): Since, for g E I, and x E il Ig(pn)(p),

we see that g E I acts like the diamond operator ag&#x3E; on i2. Ig(pn)/Fp.
There is a natural morphism of the diagram (Dn+1) onto the diagram

( Dn ) induced by sending 1(pn+1)/S to (pn)/S in the following way:
a pair (E, 03B1n+1 : J.tpn+l  E ) is sent to the pair ( E, «n : 03BCpn  E ) simply
by setting an to be the restriction of 03B1n+1 to J.tpf1 ~ 03BCpn+1.

In this way the system of Igusa curves is seen to form a " tower"

in the notation of [M-W 2].

§3. The smooth commutative group schemes

Set:

which is a smooth commutative group scheme over Z[03BE]. Using Raynaud’s
theorem ([M-W 1] Chap. 2 §1 Prop. 1) and the structure of the scheme

X1(pn)Z[03BE]) one knows that Jn is the connected component of the Néron
model of J1(pn)/Q over the base Z[03BE].

Set:

An := the Néron model of the abelian variety An/Q over the base Z[03BE].

We know (cf. [M-W1] Chap. 3) that An is an abelian scheme. The

surjection

extends to a canonical surjection of commutative group schemes over
Z[03BE], which we denote by the same letter,

Set:

ln := the jacobian of Ig(pn)/Fp.

There is a canonical surjection
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to the "abelian variety part" of Jn/Fp(cf. [M-W 1] Chap. 2. §1), and we
have that av(Jn/Fp) is the direct product of the j acobians of the irreduci-
ble components of the Fp-scheme (2). Write:

where the "first" ln is the jacobian of the good component il - Ig( pn) /Fp’
B is the product of the jacobians of the middle components, and the
final jn is the jacobian of the good component i2 · Ig(pn)/Fp.

Define 

as the composition of the imbedding jn  jn  jn  B  jn = av(Jn/Fp)
[given by (x, y) - (x, 0, y)] with the induced mapping

Recall that since An is an abelian scheme over Z[03BE] ] which is the

Néron model over that base of the abelian variety An/Q, there is a

natural "geometric inertia group action" on the characteristic p fiber of
An (cf. [S-T] and especially [Gr] exp. IX §4).

Note that the relevant inertia group is the one denoted I above, and
the "geometric inertia group action" yields an action of the group I on
both domain and range of (6), and moreover, the morphism (6) is

I-equivariant. It is also immediate that the "geometric inertia group
action" on av(Jn/Fp) is the one induced from the previously described
action of I on X1(pn)Z[03BE] ~ Fp.

PROPOSITION: The morphism

is an isogeny of abelian varieties. We have commutative diagrams:

where F is the Frobenius endomorphism, V the Verscheibung, g ~ I and its
action on Anis via the "geometric inertia group action ".
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PROOF: That Qn is an isogeny is the proposition on page 267 of [M-W 1].
The first commutative diagram comes from loc. cit., the Proposition 2 on
page 271 (where the formulas have simplified a bit since our "auxiliary
level" a is 1). The second commutative diagram comes from (4); a, b, c.

§4. The projector associated to U

Let W denote a Zp-additive category where morphisms have kernels. Let
A denote any object of W such that End(A) is a Zp-module of finite
type. Let U : A - A be an endomorphism of A. Then there is a unique
direct product decomposition

such that U preserves this decomposition, and the endomorphism U on
Au is an isomorphism while the endomorphism U on AV’ is topologi-
cally nilpotent (e.g., as an element in the finite Zp-algebra End(AnilU)). To
see this, simply let R denote the Zp-subalgebra of End(A) generated by
U. Then R is a commutative, finite Zp-algebra. Consequently, R is a
finite product of local rings R = 03A0Rm where m ranges through the

(finitely many) maximal ideals of R.
Let E m : R - R m denote the projector to the m-th factor, and define

the following "orthogonal commuting idempotent decomposition of the
identity" in R:

Then Au = ~U · A while A 3" = ~nilU. A. We will often apply this construc-
tion in the following situation.

Let VIS be an abelian scheme over a base S. Let Vpls denote the
p-divisible group scheme over S associated to V. Let U : V/s - VIS be an
endomorphism of abelian S-schemes. Then set

We have that VU/S is a p-divisible group scheme over S and U
operates on Vu as an isomorphism.

As an example, let us take U = Up acting on the abelian varieties of
the proposition in §1. We have that the Etrprojection of the finite

complex in the proposition yields a complex of p-divisible groups over
Q, with finite homology:
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Applying our construction to the abelian scheme An over the base
S = Spec Q or S = Spec Z[03BE] with U = Up (= Up*), we obtain a p-divisi-
ble group scheme An,U/Q which "prolongs" (in the sense of the word
introduced in [M-W 1]) to a p-divisible group scheme An,U/Z[03BE].

Denote, as usual, the characteristic p fiber of An,U/Z[03BE] by An,U/Fp.
PROPOSITION 1: The isogeny an induces an isogeny of p-divisible group
schemes over Fp :

where the superscript 
ét and m.1. refer to the étale and multiplicative type

parts of a p-divisible group scheme.

PROOF: This comes directly from the Proposition in §3.

Let

denote the composition of an with the injection Jétn,p  Jétn,p  jm.t.n,p as

"first coordinate".

PROPOSITION 2: The morphism

is an isogeny, and the "geometric inertia group action" of I on An/Fp
induces the trivial action on Aétn,U/Fp.
PROOF: The first assertion is immediate from Proposition 1, while the
second comes from the first, together with the right-hand commutative
diagram in the Proposition of §3.

Now choose compatible algebraic closures to obtain the following
exact sequence of Galois groups:

so that JQp = S is the inertia group, and the Galois group denoted I in
§2 may be identified with the quotient,
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We may view Aétn,U(Qp) as a GQp-module, and jn,p(Fp) as a Gp-mod-
ule. By virtue of the fact that we have chosen compatible algebraic
closures, the mapping an induces an isogeny

(when An,U(Qp)FQp(03BE). denotes the group of coinvariants under -JQ
which is compatible with the natural actions of GQp(03BE) on domain and
range - both actions factoring, of course, through actions of GFp.

But by virtue of Proposition 2 (i.e., the "geometric inertia group
action" on Aétn,U/Fp is trivial) we may identify Aétn,U(Qp) as the coinvariant
elements under the action of the full inertia group YQP. Thus:

COROLLARY: The mapping an is an isogeny of G FP-modules,

§5. 039B’-modules

Let Z* = Fp X r denotes the natural factorization, where r is the

subgroup of p-adic units congruent to 1 modulo p. Let w : F*p ~ Z p
denote the Teichmüller homomorphism, i.e., the unique homomorphism
whose composition with reduction mod p is the identity homomorphism
of Fp*. Define:

where rn c r is the unique closed subgroup of index pn-1, so that we
have natural ring homomorphisms A - 039B ~ A n . For each j mod p - 1
we have a A-homomorphism

characterized by the property that F) - Z p maps to the scalar subring
Zp c A via w’. We have an isomorphism of A-algebras
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Define:

viewed as quotient of the ring A (resp. A n ) via the mapping Il w J.
j mod p -1
j~0(p-1)

Given a A-module M, we shall denote by M’ the 039B’-module

M’ = M ~039B 039B’.

Thus, the superscript ’ denotes "removing the trivial tame character".
For example, the diamond operators (cf. [M-W 1], Chap. 2, §5.1) give

a natural action of (Z/p" Z) * on X1(pn) and on the abelian varieties
occurring in the proposition of §1. We may thus view the p-divisible
groups occurring in (7) as A-modules. It is immediate that we have the
following isomorphisms of A’-modules:

and therefore the proposition of §1 yields

PROPOSITION: The mapping J1(pn) ~ An induces an isogeny

REMARK: To recapitulate what has been achieved at this point, on the
level of GQ,-modules, we have the following diagram of natural mor-
phisms of Go -modules, where the horizontal maps are isogenies:

Specifically, we have that the quotient of J1(pn)’U(Qp) consisting of
the group of coinvariants under inertia (5Qp) is isogenous to jn,p(Fp).

§6. Duality

Let 3ap(M) = Hom(M, Qp/Zp) denote the contravariant Tate module
of a p-torsion group of finite corank, M. If R is a ring of operators on
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M, Jap(M) inherits a natural R-action by the formula rf(m) = f(rm)
for r E R, m ~ M, f ~ Jap(M).

The Weil pairing for the jacobian of X1(pn) induces a nondegenerate
bilinear skew-symmetric pairing

If r is any Hecke operator Tl ( l ~ p) or any diamond operator ( a ) for
a ~ Z*p, or Up, and if r* and r * are the endomorphisms induced by
direct and inverse images, respectively, then we have the adjoint law:

Moreover, the Weil pairing commutes with the action of GQ in the sense
that gx, y) = (gx, gy&#x3E; for g E GQ . _

Let Wn denote the direct factor of 3ap(Jl(pn)(Q») defined by:

Define a pairing, (the "twisted Weil pairing ")

by the rule

The twisted Weil pairing is bilinear and nondegenerate. It commutes
with the action of GQ(03BE)+, and satisfies the agreeable law:

for r as above, and x, y e W,.
As for the action of GQ, one computes:

for g ~ GQ, and x, y E W, where ag is as in §2.

PROPOSITION: The subspace WFn of invariant elements under the action of
inertia (F = FQp) is isotropic for the twisted Weil pairing. The induced
pairing 

is nondegenerate.
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PROOF: The first assertion is evident, since the twisted Weil pairing
commutes with the action of GQ(03BE)+. The second assertion follows from
the fact that the FQp-invariants in Wn are equal to the FQp(03BE)+ invariants
(as follows from Proposition 2 of §4) and Wn is the (contravariant) Tate
module of a p-divisible group over Qp(03BE) which prolongs to an ordinary
p-divisible group scheme over Zp[03BE].

Set

A corollary of the remark at the end of §5 is the following equalities
of ranks:

REMARK: One has the analogous equalities of the ranks of the 03C9J-parts
of the A’-modules involved, for each j mod p - 1.

§7. Hecke modules

Let

denote the polynomial algebra over A’ in the infinitely many commuting
variables Up and Tl for 1 *p. We view J1(pn)’U/Q as H-module (where
the A’-action is the natural one, and Up and T, act as the Atkin and
Hecke operators Up * and 1/* respectively.

The contravariant Tate module Wn inherits an H-module structure.
We have the Hermitian property of the twisted Weil pairing:

for h ~ H.
We may endow jn,p(p) and hence also M, with an H-module

structure by letting Tl act as the Hecke operator Tl* and Up act as

Frobenius.

There is a canonical H~ Q-isomorphism

coming from the end of §5.
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LEMMA: The annihilator ideal in Ye of Mn is equal to the annihilator ideal
of Wn-

PROOF : Let r E£ be such that r. m = 0 for all m E Mn. Then multipli-
cation by r induces a homomorphism from Wn/WFn into Wn, and hence
by projection, into Wn/WFn. By virtue of the duality expressed in the
previous proposition, this homomorphism

is dual (via the twisted Weil pairing) to multiplication by r in WFn, and
hence zero by assumption. Consequently, multiplication by r induces a
homomorphism from Wn/WFn into WFn. Since this homomorphism must
also be compatible with the action of F, it is zero.

DEFINITION: By the Hecke algebra ( at "level n ") Tn we shall mean the
quotient of H by the common annihilator ideal of Mn and Wn.

The Hecke algebra acts faithfully, then, on jétn,p/Fp, on J1(pn)’U/WQ, on
Mn and on Wn.

§8. Passage to the limit

If Bn+ l’ Bn are 039Bn+1- and 039Bn-modules respectively, say that f : Bn+1 ~ Bn
is a perfect surjection if it is a 039Bn+1-homomorphism of the 039Bn+1-module
Bn+1 onto Bn given its induced 039Bn+1-module structure, and the natural
mapping

is an isomorphism of 039Bn-modules.
The natural projection of diagram (Dn+1) to ( Dn ) discussed at the end

of §2 induces H-module homomorphisms,

PROPOSITION 1: There is an integer r (independent of n) such that Mn,
WFn, and Wn/WFn are free An-modules of rank r. The A n-module Wn is

free of rank 2r. All the morphisms of (9) are perfect surjections. The
Tn-module Mn is free of rank 1.
The H-module homomorphism Tn+1 ~ Tn is a perfect surjection. The

Tn-module WFn is free of rank 1. The Tn-module Wn/WFn is the dualizing
module for Tn, ( hence faithful).
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PROOF: The statements about M, follow essentially immediately from
the propositions proven in [M-W 2]. We say "essentially immediately"
because, in that paper, we completed M, to the part on which Up acted
with eigenvalue a p-adic "1-unit". But all the proofs go over unchanged
to the full Mn .

Since Mn+1 ~ M, is a perfect surjection, and M, is free (of rank 1)
over Tn, it follows that Tn+1 ~ T, is a perfect surjection.
Now consider the diagram

In [Hi2], Hida shows that Wn is free of some rank, say (indepen-
dent of n ) over 039Bn and that /3 is an isomorphism. But the snake-lemma
mapping 8 : ker(03B3) ~ cok(03B1) is compatible with the action of FQ(03BEpn+1)+
and consequently 03B4 = 0 because FQ(03BEpn+1)+ acts trivially on cok(03B1) and
" like Zp(-1)" on ker( y ). Consequently both a and y are isomorphisms.

From the fact that Mn is isogenous to WFn and WFn is in duality with
Wn/WFn we can now compute the Zp-ranks of all the modules involved,
in terms of the quantity r, i.e.,

and (consequently) r’ = 2r.
From the fact that a and /3 are isomorphisms, we have natural

isomorphisms

the Zp-ranks of these modules being all equal to r.
Choose 039Bn-homomorphisms 039Brn ~ WFn, 039Brn ~ Wn/WFn projecting

surjectively to the modules in (9). These 039Bn-homomorphisms are surjec-
tions, then, by Nakayama’s lemma, and injections as well by counting
Zp-ranks. Hence both JVg" and Wn/WFn are 039Bn-free of rank r.

It remains to show that WFn is Tn-free of rank 1. All assertions of the
proposition will then have been proved, since Wn/WFn isomorphic as
Tn-module to the Zp-dual of WFn.
We first show that WFn is Tn-free (of rank 1) when n = 1. For this, we

return to an analysis of an : Jn - An when n = 1. Note that al identifies
J1(p)/J0(p) with A and hence
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Moreover, by [M-W 1] Chap. 2 Prop. 4, the natural isogeny,

is an isomorphism.
It follows that we may identify MI and Wl as TI-modules. Conse-

quently WF1 is T,-free of rank 1. Since Tn ~ T, is a perfect surjection, its
kernel is contained in its radical. We may then take any w ~ WFn whose
projection of W( is a TI-generator, and Nakayama’s lemma gives us that
w is a T,,-generator of WFn. Since both T, and lVg" are Zp-free of the same
rank, w is a free T,-generator of WFn. q.e.d.

REMARK: Our argument gives the further fact that the exact sequence of

TJGo ]-modules

splits (noncanonically) as an exact sequence of Tn-modules.

PROOF: Let T ~ FQp(03BEpn)+ be an element inducing the nontrivial involu-
tion of Qp(03BEpn). Then T acts as the identity on Y£" and induces, by
passage to the quotient, the scalar homomorphism, multiplication by - 1
on Wn/WFn. Since p ~ 2, (r- 1)Wn is a lifting of Wn/WFn to Wn, and
gives us a T,,-splitting of the above exact sequence.

Note that since Mn is 039Bn-free of rank r, so is Tn .
Now set:

where the limits are compiled with respect to the natural maps of Tn + 1 to
Tn , etc.

The 039B’-algebra T we shall call the Hecke algebra. Both M and W are
faithful T-modules since Mn , Wn are faithful over Tn for each n.

PROPOSITION 2: The T-module M is free of rank 1. The A-modules M and
W are free of ranks r and 2 r respectively. The A-algebra T is finite and flat
of rank r. The ring T is semi-local, complete, noetherian, Cohen-Macaulay
of dimension two. We have the exact sequence of T[GQp]-modules,

where WF, the invariants under inertia, is free of rank 1 over T. Its

cokernel, W/WF is a free A-module of rank r, isomorphic as T-module to
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the dualizing module of T. The above exact sequence splits (noncanoni-
cally) as an exact sequence of T-modules. The natural projections to finite
layers compile to produce isomorphisms,

Formation of inertial invariants commutes with "arbitrary " change of
rings, in the sense that if T ~ R is n nontrivial homomorphism to a ring R,
then the natural homomorphisms

are isomorphisms.

PROOF: The first two sentences follow directly from the previous pro-
position. The third sentence follows from the first two. The structure of
the ring T comes from the fact that it is finite and flat over A which is a
complete local regular noetherian ring of dimension 2.

There is a commutative diagram

where the horizontal lines are exact (surjectivity of the map labeled y is
established by the standard compactness argument).

It has already been shown that 03B2 is an isomorphism. Therefore a is
an isomorphism (kernels commute with inverse limits) and consequently
so is y.

The fact that WF is free of rank 1 over T follows from the previous
proposition together with the fact that a above is an isomorphism.
Similarly, that W/WF is free of rank r over A comes from the previous
proposition together with the fact that y above is an isomorphism. That
W/WF is the dualizing module for T comes from nondegeneracy of the
twisted Weil pairings, and the lemma below concerning the dualizing
modules of Cohen Macaulay rings. To see the noncanonical splitting of
the exact sequence (10), we repeat the argument already given at finite
levels. Namely, take an element  ~ FQp(03BEp~)+ which induces the nontriv-
ial involution of Qp(03BEp~). Then, using the twisted Weil pairing dualities
at finite level, one sees that T induces the identity mapping on WF and
multiplication by - 1 on W / Wf. Again ( - 1)W yields a lifting of
W/WF. The final fact concerning formation of inertial invariants under
nontrivial base change can be seen using the properties of this element T.
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Namely, since p ~ 2, for any nontrivial ring R admitting a homomor-
phism from T, + 1 differs from -1.

Remarks concerning dualizing modules

The following lemma was explained to us by David Eisenbud.

LEMMA: Let A be a complete, noetherian regular local ring. Let R be a
finite flat A-algebra. Let y E 039B be a nonzero divisor contained in the

maximal ideal of A. Then if W is an R-module which is finite and flat over
A, these are equivalent:

(&#x26;) W is the dualizing module for R
(2) W/yW is the dualizing module for R/yR.

PROOF: A general reference for dualizing modules is [Har]. If 03A9 =

Hom(R, A) is the dualizing module for R, then Q/yQ =
HomA/yA(R/yR, 039B/03B3 A) is the dualizing module for R/yR (since A/yA
is Gorenstein, and R is free of finite rank as A-module). Hence (1) ~ (2).

To see that (2) ~ (1), let W be as in the statement of the proposition,
and let 03A9 be the dualizing module for R. Let ~: W/03B3W ~ 03A9/03B303A9 be an
R/yR-isomorphism.

Local duality ([Har] Ch. V) enables us to identify Ext1R(W, 03A9) with
Hd-1local(W) where d = depth( R ) and where Hlocal refers to local cohomol-
ogy supported at the closed point of Spec R. But since W is Cohen-
Macaulay, Hd-1local(W) vanishes, and hence so does Ext1R(W, 03A9).

It follows that the obstruction to lifting ~ to an R-homomorphism
4Y : W- 03A9, which lies in Ext1R(W, 03A9), vanishes, i.e. such a 4Y exists. By
Nakayama’s lemma, V is an isomorphism, establishing the lemma.

Remarks concerning the Hecke algebra

The fact that T acts faithfully on M shows that T is the Hecke algebra
attached to the "Igusa Tower" (See [M-W 2], with the reminder that the
difference between the algebra defined there and here is that there we
considered only the part where the "eigenvalues of Up are 1-units"). The
fact that T acts faithfully on W shows that T is also the Hecke algebra as
appears in Hida’s theory (see [Hil,2] with the reminder that we have only
considered the case of " tame level" No = p and we have localized away
from the trivial character). Hida has shown the following other equiv-
alent descriptions of T.

If W is a collection of Ye-modules, say that a quotient algebra of -Y is
cut out by W if it is the quotient by the intersection of the annihilator
ideals of all elements of W. Equivalently, it is the smallest quotient
algebra of Ye acting naturally on all the modules in b.
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PROPOSITION 3 (Hida): The Hecke algebra T is the quotient algebra of dr
cut out by any one of the following collections %’ described below:

(CK) for K E Z/(p - l)Z X Z p with 1-st coordinate different from 2 mod p

where :

NOTE : Hida also shows that T can be cut out by appropriate ( p-ordinary)
parts of parabolic cohomology of weights k &#x3E; 2.

Remarks on the action of the decomposition group

Since WF is free of rank one over T, and the decomposition group Go
leaves WF stable and commutes with the action of T, the action of GQp
on WF is given by a T-valued character on GQ P 

That it is the character determined by the property that 1 E Z is sent
to Up E T follows easily from the proposition of §3.

Using formula (8) we can also calculate the action of GQp on W/WF.
Namely: 
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§9. p-adic Hodge structure

We rely on [Ta] and [Sen] for the basic theory used in this section. Let CP
denote the completion of Qp. Fix K ~ Q p a finite field extension of Qp
and consider the natural continuous action of GK on Cp. A semi-linear
GK-representation will mean a finite dimensional Cp-vector space V with
a continuous exaction satisfying the law g(c · v) = g(c) · g(v) for g ~
GK, C ~ Cp, v ~ V.

By Cp ( -1 ) we mean Jap(03BCp~) ~ zp Cp viewed as semi-linear vector
space with the diagonal action of GK. For any p-adic integer k we can
define Cp(K) (the "k-twisted" Cp ) such that Cp(k1) Q9cp Cp(k2) is canon-
ically isomorphic to Cp ( kl + k2).

If a semi-linear GK-representation V of dimension n has a filtration
by semi-linear subspaces whose successive quotients are 1-dimensional
and isomorphic to Cp(kl) for p-adic integers k1, k2,..., kn, then we
shall say that the (unordered) set (k,, k2,..., kn), counted with multi-
plicities, is the set of twists of V. If V is isomorphic, as semi-linear
GK-representation, to Cp(k1) ~ Cp(k2) ~ ... ~ Cp(kn), then we shall say
that V is semi-simple, with set of twists (kl, ... , kn).

The "status" of a semi-linear GK-representation vis a vis semi-simplic-
ity, and its set of twists is insensitive to finite base change in the sense
that, firstly, it is independent of the filtration: given two filtrations, as
above, of the same semi-linear Gk-representation, the set of twists

computed from each are equal. Secondly, if K’ c Qp is a finite field

extension of K, and a semi-linear GK-representation, Let V’ denote the
semi-linear GK.-representation obtained by restriction to GK,. Then V
has a set of twists if and only if h’ does, and the set of twists are equal;
V is semi-simple if and only if V’ is.
A theorem of Tate [Ta] guarrantees that if V is a GK-representation

with twists ( kl, k2,..., kn ) with the kl’s all distinct, then is semi-sim-
ple.
Now let W be an R-module of finite type, where R is a complete

noetherian ring. Suppose that a (faction is given on W, i.e., by a
continuous homomorphism GK ~ AutR(W). Suppose also that we are
given a continuous homomorphism

such that the image of À lies in a finite field extension of Qp .
Define

where Cp is viewed as R-algebra via À. If K contains the image of À,
then we may view Wx as semi-linear GK-representation, by letting GK act
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in the natural "diagonal" way on Wx. In general, we replace K by a
finite field extension, if necessary, so that K does contain image (À), and
give W03BB this diagonal semi-linear GK-action.

If W03BB has a set of twists ( kl, ... , kn ) we shall refer to them as the
À-adic (Hodge) twists of W. If Wx is semi-simple, we shall say that W
has semi-simple À-adic Hodge structure.

By a theorem of Sen one knows that the following statements are
equivalent, for the G,-module W, in the case where R is a field:

(a) The inertia group J..1( acts on W through a finite quotient.
(b) The À-adic Hodge structure of W is semi-simple, with twists

(o, 0, ... , 0).
We now apply this theory to the case of R = T, the Hecke Algebra,

and W the T[ GQ]-module of §8.
For k E Z p, let ~k : 039B ~ Zp denote the continuous homomorphism

which sends [x] E r c 039B* to xk-1 ~ Z p for x a 1-unit.
A continuous homomorphism

is said to be of weight k E Z p if the restriction of À to A is equal to x k .
Note that any continuous homomorphism À as above has the property
that its image is contained in a finite extension of Qp.

Set d03BB = dimCp(W03BB). By Proposition 2 of §8 we see that d03BB  2.

PROPOSITION: If À is of weight k E Zp. then the set of twists of Wx is

(0, k - 1, k - 1, ... k - 1), where the twist k - 1 occurs with multiplicity
d03BB - 1. If k =,£ 1, then W has semi-simple À-adic Hodge structure.

PROOF: This follows from Proposition 2 of §8 and formula (11).

REMARK: We have no example of a À with dx different from 2. Prop. 2
below guarantees that dx = 2 except possibly if the attached residual

representation is reducible.
Let F c Q p be a finite extension of Qp containing the image of À.

From the theorem of Sen quoted above, and from the previous proposi-
tion, we have that the action of IQ p on W ~T F (where F is given a
T-algebra structure via À) factors through a finite quotient if and only if

(a) k = 1 and
(b) the À-adic Hodge structure of W is semi-simple.

We are thankful to Hida for the proof of the following proposition:

PROPOSITION 1: Given any prime ideal P c T a residual representation
attached to P exists, and is unique ( up to F-equivalence).

PROOF: Uniqueness is clear by the theorem of Brauer-Nesbitt [C-R]
30.16. We concentrate on existence below.
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Step 1: Minimal ideals

Use Hida’s ([Hi2] Cor. 1.3) together with Proposition 2 of §8 to see that
w 0 T F is a residual representation attached to P, where P is any
minimal prime ideal and F is the field of fraction of T/P.

Step 2: Prime ideals P which are neither minimal nor maximal

Let J denote the total quotient ring of T, which is semi-simple by [Hil]
Cor. 3.3. Let 2 denote the quotient field of A. Then J = T ~ F is a
finite-dimensional (semi-simple) £flalgebra. Put W = W ~T J = W ~039B 2.
Then if/’ is free of rank 2 over !7 ([Hi 2], lemma 8.1). Let T be the
integral closure of A in .?7 and let be the image of W ~T  in if/’. By
definition, 03A9 contains W, and is finitely generated over T. Hence 03A9 is a

T-lattice, and is, by construction, stable under the action of Galois. Let
P be any prime ideal in T, which is neither minimal nor maximal. By the
lying-over theorem, there exists a prime ideal P in T which is again
neither minimal nor maximal, and such that P n T = P. Since t is a sum
of Krull domains of dimension 2, the completion TP at P is a discrete
valuation ring. Thus 03A9 = 03A9 ~  is free of rank two over TP .

Put F = T/P. T and F = /. Tp. Then F is a finite extension of
F, and 03A9/. Q p is a vector space of dimension 2 over F. Consequently,
the action of GQ on Hp/P ’ 03A9 gives a representation 03C0 : GQ ~ GL2 ( F ).
The characteristic polynomial for Frobenius ~l at l ~ p for the Galois
representation on 03A9 (into GL2() is given by 1 - t(l)X + [l]X2 ~
T[X] ~ [X], where t(l) and [1] ] are the images of Tl and 1 C=- Z P * in

T c TP. Therefore the characteristic polynomial of 03C0(~l) is the image in
F[X] of the above characteristic polynomial under the natural homo-
morphism T ~ F c F. By the Cebotarev density theorem, the characteris-
tic polynomial of u (g) lies in F[X] for all g E GQ . Note that the

representation 7T is odd, and consequently if c is a "complex conjuga-
tion" involution in GQ, 7T( c) is not a scalar matrix. It follows from these
facts applied to ([Sch] IXa) that the representation 7T can be descended to
a representation GQ - GL2(F), whose semi-simplification gives the re-
sidual representation attached to P. The problem of descent of coeffi-
cients from F to F is connected to the notion of "Schur index" for
which a general reference is [Serre 3] 12.2.

Step 3: Maximal ideals

If P is a maximal ideal, there are two (closely related) ways to proceed.
One may find a nonminimal prime ideal P’ properly contains in P. Use
the residual representation attached to P’ (constructed in Step 2) and an
argument analogous to the argument of Step 2 to construct the residual
representation attached to P. More succinctly, however, we may find
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such a P’ which is the kernel of a specialization homomorphism sk : T -
Cp of weight k, where k is an integer &#x3E; 2. One can then just apply [D-S],
6b to the newform attached to sk. q.e.d.

Let Tp denote the completion of the localization of T at the prime
ideal P. Thus, if P is a minimal prime, then Tp is a factor of the total
quotient ring of T; if P is a maximal prime, then Tp is a factor of the
semi-local ring T; if P is an "intermediary" prime, then Tp is an order in
complète discrète valuation ring whose residue field is F.

Let WP = W ~T TP. Define

The following statements are equivalent:
(a) dp = 2.
(b) The semi-simplification of the F [ GQ ]-module W 0 T F is a residual

representation attached to P.
(c) Wp is free of rank 2 over Tp.
(d) TP is Gorenstein.
This follows from Proposition 2 of §8 together with standard argu-

ments in commutative algebra.

QUESTION: Do the equivalent statements (a)-(d) always hold?

PROPOSITION 2: Suppose that the residual representation attached to P is
irreducible. Then the equivalent assertions (a), (b), (c), and (d) all hold.

PROOF: Let V be a two-dimensional vector space over F and p : GQ -
Aut(V) a residual representation attached to P. Denote W 0 TF by W,
and let

denote a GQ-stable filtration each of those successive quotients is a

residual representation attached to P, i.e., WJ/WJ-1 = V as GQ-modules
for j = 1, 2,..., s. There is such a filtration since p is irreducible and

consequently one can make use of the argument [M2] or [W] which
brings the Eichler-Shimura relations, the Cebotarev theorem and
Brauer-Nesbitt to bear on the situation. New let I = IQp and note that
the inertial invariants hI in the residual representation form an F-vector

space of dimension 1. It follows from the Proposition of §9 that
W I = W I and consequently that the action of the element T (cf. the
proof of proposition 2 of §8) which acts like the scalar -1 on W/WI
also acts like the scalar - 1 on WJ/WJ-1 for j  2. But this is impossible.
Hence s = 1. Consequently (a) holds.
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COROLLARY 1: Let m c T be a maximal ideal. Suppose the residual

representation attached to xrt is irreducible. Then the assertions (a), (b),
( c) and (d) all hold for any prime ideal P contained in m.

COROLLARY 2: Let 03BB : T ~ Qp be a continuous homomorphism and let
P c T be the kernel of À. Suppose that À has weight k for k e Zp. Then if
the attached residual representation to P is irreducible ( e. g., if the attached
residual representation to the maximal ideal containing P is irreducible), we
have that the twists of W are (0, k - 1).

§10. Full representations

Let G be a compact topological group and p : G - GL2(R) a continuous
homomorphism, where R is a topological ring. Say that p is full if the
image of p contains SL2(R). Clearly, fullness depends only upon the
R-equivalence class of the representation p.

PROPOSITION: Let P c m be ideals in T with m maximal. Suppose that
the residual representation attached to rrt is full. Then Tp is Gorenstein, Wp
is free of rank two over Tp, the action of GQ on Wp determines a

Tp-equivalence class of representations

Suppose that p  5 and A - Tm is an isomorphism. Then p,, is full.

PROOF: Since the residual representation attached to m is full, it is

irreducible, and hence we may apply the Proposition of §10. This defines
pp. To see that pp is full, we use the Proposition of §9 together with a
result of Nigel Boston (Proposition 3 of the appendix).

§ 11. Specialization to weight one

Let À : T ~ Qp be a continuous homomorphism, with kernel P. Then
O = T/P is an order in a complete discrete valuation ring which is a
finite extension of Zp. Denote by F the field of fractions of O. Supose
that À has weight k. Suppose that the residual representation attached to
P is irreducible. Thus we have the representation p p : GQ ~ GL2(O). By
passage to the field of fractions we have an F-valued two-dimensional

representation denoted pF of GQ. Hida has shown that when k is a
natural number &#x3E; 2, this F-valued representation is a Deligne represen-
tation attached to a cuspidal newform of weight k (of level a power of
p ). What happens when k = 1?

Suppose that k = 1. By the corollary of §10 the À-adic Hodge twists
of p, are (0, 0). Let e be the largest natural number such that (9 contains
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a primitive pe-1-st root of 1. By what has been already demonstrated
one easily sees that the action of IQp(03BEpe) via pp is unipotent. It follows
that p, falls into one of these two (mutually exclusive) cases:

(I) (the case of semi-simple À-adic Hodge structure) In this case the
restriction of the representation pp to GQp(tpe) is everywhere unramified.

(II) (the case of non semi-simple À-adic Hodge structure) In this case
the action of IQp(03BEpe) via pp is infinite and unipotent.

REMARKS: It can happen that tile représentation pp is a Deligne repre-
sentation attached to a classical cuspidal newform of weight one. In this
case, by the theorem of Deligne-Serre [D-S], the representation pp
factors through a finite quotient group of GQ, and consequently we are
in case (I).
We do not know whether it can happen that we are in case (I) and yet

the representation pp does not factor through a finite quotient group of
GQ. Indeed, to our knowledge, it is an open question to determine
whether or not there are everywhere unramified 1-adic representations of
G, for K a number field, such that GK acts infinitely. As we shall
presently see, there are examples of case II.

PROPOSITION: Suppose that these further hypotheses hold:
(1) GQ does not act ( via pp) through a finite quotient group.
(2) e = 1 and p  19.
Then we are in case (II), i.e., the À-adic Hodge structure is non

semi-simple.

PROOF: Since e = 1 we have that GQ(03BEp) acts in an everywhere unramified
manner, via pp. Let L/Q be the (infinite) Galois field extension cut out
by pp. But Odlyzko [Od] (On conductors and discriminants) has results
which, in efffect, put an upper bound on the degree of any normal
extension L/Q which contains Q(rp) and is everywhere unramified over
Q(03BEp), provided p  19. Specifically, let K = Q(rp), and let DL, DK
denote the discriminants of L and K; let n L, nK denote their degrees
over Q. Then,

But by Odlyzko (loc. at. (l.lo)),

and consequently, if p  19, we have:
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REMARK: By loc. cit. (1.13), if the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis
holds (for L ) then one can improve the above corollary by weakening the
hypothesis p  19 to p  41.

§12. Numerical examples

Consider the unique cuspidal newform of level 1 and weight 12,

(q = e203C0iz, where z is the uniformizing parameter of the upper half
plane).

Fix p a prime number such that

(e.g., the only prime numbers  2,041 such that (p) ~ 0 mod p are
p = 2, 3, 5 and 7).

For any such prime number p  19, and for any natural number
j  2, there is a unique cuspidal newform ~(J)p with Fourier coefficients in
Z p which is on 03931(p), is of weight j with nebentypus character 03C912-J,
and is p-ordinary (note: A modular form with Fourier coefficients in Z p
is p-ordinary if it is an eigenform for the operator Up with eigenvalue a
p-adic unit).

The 1-th Fourier coefficient of ~(J)p is congruent to T(1 ) modulo p.
Now suppose that p is different from 11, and consequently the

modular form ~(2)p of weight 2 has nontrivial nebentypus character £A.) 1 a .
Let T denote the Hecke algebra attached to p, as in §7. It follows

from Hida’s theory (Prop. 3 of §8) that there is a maximal ideal m c T
with residue field Fp such that the natural projection

sends the Hecke operator Tl to T(l ) mod p for l ~ p, and Up to

(p) mod p. Suppose, the completion of T with respect to the maximal
ideal m is a (finite flat) A-algebra of rank 1, i.e., the natural mapping

is an isomorphism.
It follows that Tm is Gorenstein and consequently, by the discussion

in §10, we have that Wm is free over T. of rank 2. We thus have a natural
representation
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We may identify Tm with Zp[[T]], the power series ring in one variable T
over the p-adic integers:

and view the representation p. as giving a homomorphism

This is the homomorphism alluded to as an example of Hida’s theory, in
the Introduction. To simplify notation we refer to 03C1p,0394 simply as pp in
what follows. Note that for any k E Zp, we have the specialization
homomorphism

Composition of Pp with the homomorphism GL2(Zp[[T]]) ~ GL2(Zp)
induced from sk yields a representation

For k = j, a natural number  2, the specialized representation 03C1(J) is

the p-adic representation attached (by Deligne) to the cuspidal newform

~(J)p; in particular we have that 03C1(12)p is the p-adic representation attached
to 0394.

PROPOSITION 1: Let p be a prime number such satisfying (* *) that

(p) ~ 0 mod p, and suppose that p ~ 11, 23, and 691. Then the repre-
sentation

is full, i. e., its image contains SL2(Zp[[T]]).
PROOF: We use the results of Serre and Swinnerton-Dyer ([SwD] §4, Cor.
to Thm. 4; [Serre 2] 3.3) which guarantee that the residual representation

(which is the representation attached to à mod p) is full if p &#x3E; 11 and
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p ~ 23, 691. Then apply the Proposition of §11. Now consider the

specialization of pp to weight 1,

If p = 23, this representation factors through a subgroup of GL2(Zp)
isomorphic to the symmetric group on three letters; in this case the

representation 03C1(1)p is the representation attached by Serre and Deligne to
a cuspform of weight 1 (the unique such cuspform of level 23). If,
however, p is such that (p) ~ 0 mod p and p ~ 11, 23, 691, then the
homomorphism 03C1(1)p is full; consequently it cannot be the p-adic repre-
sentation attached to a (classical) modular form of weight one.

PROPOSITION 2: If p = 13, 17, 19, then the p-adic Hodge structure of the
representation 03C1(1)p (restricted to the decomposition group at p) is non-

semi-simple.

PROOF: In these cses 03C1(1)p satisfies the hypotheses of the Proposition of
§12.

REMARKS: (1) Under the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis we would
obtain that 03C1(1)p has non-semi-simple p-adic Hodge structure for 29  p
 41 (cf. the discussion at the end of §12). Is the p-adic Hodge structure
of 03C1(1)p non-semi-simple for all p &#x3E; 23, with (p) ~ 0 mod p?

(2) Fix p  13, P =1= 23, (p) ~ 0 mod p and consider the representa-
tion 03C1(1)p. Does 03C1(1)p fit into a compatible family of representations (cf.
[Serre 1] for a discussion of the notion of compatible families)? Presuma-
bly not, but we have not been able to rule the possibility out. For 01,
l ~ p, an 1-Frobenius element in GQ, what sort of numbers are the

eigenvalues of 03C1(1)p(~l)?
(3) One may also consider the representations 03C1(k)p for nonpositive

integers k = 0, -1, - 2, .... It follows from the Corollary in §10 that
these representations are of Hodge-Tate type. The representation 03C4(k)p
with p = 13, k = 0 is worth singling out (see Prop. 3 below).

(4) Atkin has proved that there is a 13-adic integer u13 uniquely
characterized by the property that

converges (indeed: to a 13-adic modular form in the sense of Katz cf.
[Ka] 3.13), where j is the elliptic modular function.

Denote by j0 the 13-adic modular form given as the above limit. One
knows that j0 is an eigenform for the Hecke operators TI (l ~ 13). It

follows from the result of Atkin that j0 is a p-ordinary, p-adic modular
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form (of weight 0 and trivial character) for p = 13. But (up to scalar
multiple) there is only one such form (of p-power level) as follows from
the Proposition of Hida (Prop. 3 of §8) plus the fact that our Tm is equal
to A (i.e. it is of rank 1 over A). Thus, we have:

PROPOSITION 3 : Let 03C1(k)p be as above, and let 03C1(0)13 denote its specialization
to p = 13 and weight k = 0. For any prime number 1 =1= 13, let tl E Z13
denote the eigenvalue of Tf acting on j0, and let ~l E GQ be a choice of
Frobenius element at 1. Theii.

(5) In studying pp we have considered only the "simplest" specializa-
tions to each weight k. But for any primitive pm-th root of 1, q, in Cp,
we have the " q-twisted specialization to weight k " which is a continous
homomorphism of Zp[T]] to Zp[~] ~ Cp given by sending the element1 + T to ~(1 + p)k-1. Given any prime number p such that (p) ~
0 mod p (i.e., so that we have pp ) we may compose pp with the induced
homomorphism coming from the "~-twisted specialization to weight k "
to obtain a representation which we might denote

03C1(k,~)p : GQ ~ GL2(Zp[~]).
It would be interesting to study the q-twisted specializations to weight

one in detail. For example, how often do they have non-semi-simple
p-adic Hodge structure?
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Appendix (by Nigel Boston)

The center and the commutator subgroup of a group G are denoted by
Z(G) and G’ respectively.

PROPOSITION 1 : Let 1 ~ 0393 ~ G ~ Q ~ 1 be an exact sequence of groups,
f abelian. Let H be a subgroup of G projection onto Q. Let VI,..., Tld be
minimal Q-invariant subgroups of r that generate F. If for 1  i  d,
3 xl E VlBZ(G) normalizing H, then H = G.

PROOF: Suppose H =1= G. Since each H ~ VJ is Q-invariant, H n V, = 1
for some i. Consider [xl, H], the group generated by all xlhx-1lh-1
(h ~ H). Since x l normalizes H and V, is Q-invariant, [xl, H] ~ H ~ Vl
= 1. Since [xl, Ir] = 1 and H r = G, [xl, G ] = 1, i.e., x l ~ Z( G ), a con-
tradiction.
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Let R be a complete noetherian local ring, maximal ideal m, with
R/m finite, char(R/m) = p ~ 2.

PROPOSITION 2: Let H be a closed subgroup of SLn(R) projecting onto
SLn(R/m2). Then H = SLn(R).

For this we need the following definition. The Frattini subgroup.
03A6(G), of a group G is the intersection of the maximal subgroups of G.
We shall use:

LEMMA: If J is a subgroup of the finite group G projecting onto G/K, and
if 03A6(G) ~ K, then J = G.

PROOF: If J =1= G, then J lies in some maximal subgroup M. Since
K ~ 03A6(G), K ~ M and so JK D M, contradicting JK = G.

The only properties of 03A6(G) we need are (see [1], Chapter 11):
(i) if K is a normal subgroup of the finite group G, then 4D(K) p

4Y ( G)1
(ii) If G is a finite p-group, then V(G) = G’ · GP (i.e., generated by

commutators and pth powers).
For future use, if I is an ideal of the ring A, define 0393(I) =

ker(SLn(A) ~ SLn(A/I)) (the choice of n will be clear from the con-
text).

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 2: We apply the lemma with G = SLn(R/mr)
and G/K = SLn(R/mr-1) to show by induction that H projects onto
SLn ( R/rn r ) for each r  2.

Each 0393(mt/mt+1) is an elementary abelian p-group since its multipli-
cation is given by componentwise addition. Thus 0393(m/mr) is a p-group
and so by properties (i) and (ii)) 03A6SLn(R/mr)) ~ 03A60393(m/mr)) ~
0393(m/mr)’. To apply the lemma we just need f(m/mr)’:2 0393(mr-1/mr),
which is easily checked using (1 + u )(1 + v )(1 + u ) -1 (1 + v )-1 = 1 +
[ u, v + higher terms, choosing u, v e Mn(m/mr) to produce generators
of 1,(m r-1 /M r).

REMARK: Is this true with SLn replaced by any semisimple group?
Sample calculations suggest this is the case.

Suppose now p  5 and pn. Let I1,..., Id be minimal ideals of
R/m2 that generate m/m2, where d = dimR/m(m/m2).
COROLLARY: Let H be a closed subgroup of SLn(R) projecting onto
SLn(R/m), such that for 1  i  d, 3xI E f(II)BZ(SLn(R/m2» normal-
izing the image of H in SLn (R/M 2 ). Then H = SLn(R).

PROOF: By the work of Klingenberg [2] (see [3], pp. 84, 245 for a

summary), the 0393(Il) are minimal SLn ( R/m )-invariant subgroups of
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r(m/m2) since they are minimal normal subgroups of SLn(R/m2). By
Proposition 1, H projects onto SLn(R/m2) and by Proposition 2,
H = SLn(R).

To apply this corollary to the proposition in §11, we now suppose R
has Krull dimension 2 and m = ( p, ) (p  5), so R is regular and
p tE m 2.

PROPOSITION 3 : Let 03C1 : Gal(Q/Q) ~ GI2(R) be a continuous representa-
tion, inducing 15: Gal(Q/Q) - GL2(R/m). Let Ip be the inertia subgroup
at p. Suppose

( i ) p is full, i. e., lm p contains SL2(R/m);

(ii) ~ a matrix 1 * ’T ) in p(Ip),(0 1 + 

(iii) for each b E (Rlm)*, 3 a matrix (0 b in 03C1(Ip),
Then p is full, i. e., lm p contains SL2(R).

PROOF: We apply the last corollary with H = Im p ~ SL2 ( R ). Let H2 be
the image of H in SL2 ( R/m 2 ) and J1 = ( p, m2)/m2, J2 = ( T, m2)/m2.
We first see that f(Jl) c H2. If 1 + u E H2 is an inverse image of a

transvection in sL2 ( R/m ), then (1 + u )p = 1 + pu. This produces a

nontrivial x1 ~ H2 ~ 0393(J1), so by minimality of 0393(J1), H2 ~ 0393(J1) =
r(Jl).
Now we just need a noncentral x2 E f(J2) normalizing H2. Consider

the set of r e R such that 1 r E 03C1(Ip) (nonempty by (ii)). If one
such r lies in m, then adjusting by an element of 0393(J1) and multiplying
by (1 + )-1/2 produces the desired x2.

Thus we asume that no such r lies in m.

U ~ 03C1(Ip). By our assumption V contains a matrix (1 a* 0, but
by (iii) V projects onto {( 1 0): b e (R/m)* which acts irreducibly
on the kernel. Thus V = U, and in particular V’ {(1 c : c E Rlm0 1
Now all elements of 03C1(I’p) have determinant 1, so by (iv) and the last

paragraph, for each a E Rlm, 03C1(I’p) contains an element ( v where0 1
vHa.

Thus we can adjust the element produced by (ii) so that r e ni,

contradicting our earlier assumption.
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